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The nice diagram to the 

left is stolen from the 

Internet. It suggests at 

least that a few people 

have wondered about 

the meaning of “state” in natural languages. It turns out to be a complex topic 

(like so much in the study of language) when you think past merely memorizing 

a fairly arbitrary list of categories. “State” has rather philosophical implications.  

The material below won’t solve too many puzzles about the nature of 

grammatical state, but it will raise a number of interesting questions, at least as 

the concept applies to English. This material is extracted from a larger document 

on Grammatical Agency, already put in the public domain (PDFs at 

http://www.academia.edu/11215106/Grammatical_Agency  and also 

http://thormay.net/lxesl/Grammatical%20Agency.pdf ). It is offered purely on 

an as-is basis for those who are delving into the idea of State. The analysis 

constitutes part of PhD research which was discontinued in the early 1980s. I 

therefore hesitated to make it available at all in such an early draft form, but 

have decided that since I have no intention of refining and developing the 

arguments further, it may at least serve as a cue to others.  

The reason for extracting a study of State from the larger Grammatical Agency 

document is that other researchers may be approaching Grammatical State 

independently. However, note that the analysis makes extensive use of a type of 

semantic feature analysis which, although it may or may not be defensible within 

a particular model context, is at least fairly clear about its claims. A close look at 

this feature analysis should show that State, as with many essentially semantic 

concepts, is not really a discrete construct, but rather part of a compositional  
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continuum.  The nature of this continuum emerges much more clearly in the 

extended paper on Grammatical Agency.  

Editorial note: Apologies for the quality of the old photocopied pages inserted 

below. The page numbers on them relate only to the original work in a larger 

document. 
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Professional bio: Thor May has a core professional interest in cognitive linguistics, at which he has 

rarely succeeded in making a living. He has also, perhaps fatally in a career sense, cultivated an 

interest in how things work – people, brains, systems, countries, machines, whatever… In the 

world of daily employment he has mostly taught English as a foreign language, a stimulating 

activity though rarely regarded as a profession by the world at large.  

Thor’s eventually awarded PhD dissertation, Language Tangle, dealt with language teaching 

productivity. Language Tangle (2010) is aimed at professional educators and their institutional 

keepers, and accordingly adopts a generally more discursive style than the Meaning of State in 

Grammar  analysis. Also in cyberspace (representing even more lost years!) is yet another 

sprawling, unfinished PhD dissertation draft in cognitive linguistics from the university of 

Melbourne in the early 1990s, parts of which can be seen in the Academia.edu repository as The 

Generative Oscillation Model, Postsupposition and Pastiche Talk and a couple of other papers.  

Thor has been teaching English to non-native speakers, training teachers and lecturing linguistics, 

since 1976. This work has taken him to seven countries in Oceania and East Asia, mostly with 

tertiary students, but with a couple of detours to teach secondary students and young children. He 

has trained teachers in Australia, Fiji and South Korea. In an earlier life, prior to becoming a 

teacher, he had a decade of finding his way out of working class origins, through unskilled jobs in 

Australia, New Zealand and finally England (after backpacking across Asia in 1972).  

contact: http://thormay.net thormay@yahoo.com  

academic repository: Academia.edu at http://independent.academia.edu/ThorMay    
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